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Pray so you will NOT be a PREY!This prayer manual will take you from oblivion to pavilion! These prayer points are meant for titans.....spiritual titans and those who wish to graduate from the school of Prayerlessness and desire to pray and don't know where to begin!Talk about effective prayer...targetted prayer this is it!These prayers will send one clear message to the citadel of lucifer and his co-horts MISSION ABORTED!When you know your right in CHRIST the devil will take his WRONG!D.K Olukoya is definitely in tune with His Maker! Equipping of the Saints! Not with enticing words of men but with the demonstration of the Spirit and of Power!Your life will NEVER be the same again after praying these prayers!
This is a must have book for anyone serious about prayer and getting the job done in the spirit. This book addresses issues from a different perspective. There is a lot of knowledge and wisdom in these prayers with signs following. Excellent Book!

This prayer manual will certainly destroy all plans of the enemy that has been formed against you, your marriage, family, finances. You just name the situation and there is a remedy through prayer. It is time to match into the enemy's camp and take back all that has been stolen from you. It is time to PURSUE, OVERTAKE AND RECOVER.

What an awesome book. It is obvious that this man of God has spent some time in the face of God, time in prayer and time in the Word of the Lord. What a deliverance. This book is well worth the amount of money. I am using these prayers in my daily prayer life and God has already begun to bring some things to past.

Absolutely awesome! Definitely guaranteed victorious prayers! The author, Dr. D.K Olukoya, is a genuine warrior for Jesus Christ and his prayers signify the fire that he has passed through and come out of victoriously. If you are going through fire and want victory I suggest that you pray these prayers. Guaranteed success.

I wanted to learn how to pray strategically, this book helps in planning what I want to pray about. This is a very insightful prayer book for me, it’s helped me in creating a prayer journal. If you are interested in learning how to pray powerful prayers; be specific while being strategic in spiritual warfare, having spiritual authority, being delivered from forces, then this is the book for you. As a spirit filled Christian this book has given me an new understanding of the scripture verse: "not fighting against flesh and blood". I have recommended it to all my family and friends!

This is a powerful prayer book. The leather bond just slips into your purse or in your bible case. It’s a must have. No running out, just to the point. Hurry go buy it, start pulling down those strong holds, let’s remain the head and not the tail, up above and not beneath, the lender and not the borrower, blessed and not curse. Finances is something we all need, but what bugs me most is the crime wave among us, young and old, broken families, infertiltity, sickness...etc. If you thought you knew how to pray before, this will take you to another level.
This is a fantastic book for deliverance, it has so many things in it that we are not aware of as Christians, things that hold and keep us in bondage and stop us from obtaining our blessings and reaching our full potential as successful Christians. GOD never intended us to be poor, to have ill health and to be unhappy, this book Prayer Rain has prayers that can help us break the bondages that bind us from living successful lives with GOD. I highly recommend this book to anyone who is and has family and friends that are struggling to get ahead.
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